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About This Content

Bunker down and turtle up - it’s time for war! This new DLC pack for Stardock’s massive RTS features new unique gameplay
scenarios and new maps to keep your skirmishes fresh. Prepare your defenses for any punches your enemies throw at you and

be ready to launch a devastating counterstrike to seal your victory in Turtle Wars.

Features:

 New Scenarios

 Implosion - Race against three enemies to be the first to crack the defenses of a crashed Post-Human and their
experimental Turinium Generator.

 Eruption - Cut off from your factories, you must command a single Hyperion Dreadnought and a scattering of
defensive structures to turn the tides of battle.

 Mountaintop - Exploit your resource-heavy advantage and create massive forces to climb the mountain to the
enemy entrenchment and wipe them out.

 Turtle Wars - Hold off the frigates swarming from indestructible factories and survive the siege. Reprogram
the factories to your advantage before the enemy crosses the mountain and finishes you off.

 New Maps
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 Crack the Shell - Hold the high ground and the Turinium against your enemies in this asymmetrical 3-player
map, best for 2v1 matches.

 Turtle Wars - Enjoy a longer duel with your enemy on this epic-scale 2-player map. The open landscape with
select chokepoints encourages huge armies and larger battles.

 Eruption - Choose your path wisely - one leads to the lone Turinium Generator, the other to resources in this
small 2-player map.

 Implosion - One valley with an abundance of resources stands at the center of this large, asymmetrical map fit
for a 4-player free for all with huge armies.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Turtle Wars DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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 Join us.. This was a nice and long waited route and train. If you like high speed trains this route is for you.Of course there is not
much "action" since it's a high speed train but i love it. The only negative i have for this is that when you are going very fast, you
can see the trees in the far popping up cause they didn't have enoigh time to render.
Overall it's a nice route and i hope for more French routes in the future. I recommend maybe with sale if you don't want to
spend much.
P.S. This route has achievements and it's fairly possible to get them all.. Love the costume , would be a great option to toggle hat
on and off , can't have copy cats like mr x. Not sure if gordon ramsay would approve the food...
But the game is nice!. The game play is good, but has too many bugs , sometimes the game freeze after defeat the monsters, has
some wrong text description (Zulfiqar skills desc. show as windchester, etc) hope to fix those bugs. Vindictaaa is a great game, i
have played the game at e3, the first impression was another first person shooter, but trust me everything was different from the
moment i got my head inside the game. The prefered locomotion was the arm swinging which was strange at first but i got used
to it so quickly, it helps a lot with loosing any notion of motion sickness. The shooting mechanism is quite accurate, i kept
getting these HEADSHOTS, and the strategy in order to complete the levels was different from other games. I tried many
games at e3, but this one i enjoyed so much. So i waited 3hours in line to be able to play it, and kept on coming for more, the
second day waited for 30 min, but since the devs are awesome, they let me try it without further wait :D. Honestly i think it was
the best game showcasing there, Like kobe bryant was for the Lakers (since we were in LA;) ). Now I am very thankfull that the
game is online, i will play it till the end and will update my review soon :)
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Excellent game for any nostalgic of F-Zero and people who like intense and clutch gameplay, comboing tricks in a short time
frame. If on top of that you like highscoring and challenging your friends, this game is made for you !. Gameplay Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFvLq_LT8yc&index=17&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&t=27s

This is the way Surgeon Simulator VR is meant to be played in my opinion!

It's a fun free game. Short and sweet, also the Team Fortress props all over the place are a nice touch. You should give this a
spin and see how you like it!

Zis Review iz fully Charged!
. The Steam version of this game sadly omits all the custom maps as well as the scenarios. This is the core game devoid of any
expansions or upgrades. In the regard the game is alright, but those who remember what this was from the original game CDs
will be disappointed.. I was unable to finish this game due to a bug at the end of the DLC. So much fun
If you like sand you will love this game. I'm gonna keep it very short and very.. whatever. I played this game a year ago and I
took it again now just for fun xD
Well, I won only one thing in my entire life - European championships for typing speed or something like this. I mean, various
titles in the same "competition" type XD
One can probably argue that this is one of the many causes that forced me to undergo surgery three times on my right hand, but
this is another story.. xD
Well, I have always typed like at 700-800 characters per minute (NOT WPM, that means WORDS per minute! 800 words per
minute I think not even an octopus). So this game was one of my very first choices on Steam.
And in single player AND in local co-op it works greatly.
It lacks on its probably funniest part - the multiplayer one. Basically, no one plays it (and no one played it back in 2016 - I
played it at the beginning of 2017, 0 players online ever). So you'll never play with an online adversary, but just with a local one
if you manage to get one xD
The game supports LAN playing and so on.
And it offers you tons of different modes which of course all revolve around typing!
There's no great tutorial, but you'll likely learn everything by playing and it's really a small time-killer.
You'll be able to choose, apart from the almost 10 different playing modes, the time limit, the dictionary, the length of the
words you'll have to type, the speed of the AI if you're in single player mode and such.
You'll also have the chance to change the colors and so on.
The various modes are quite challenging and funny, and I found no problems at all to understand how they worked even without
a tutorial.
And the game also serves as a typing checker, since you'll always be provided after each level with a sheet telling you your
speed, the perfect words you typed, the letters missed and everything else. Quite educational!
The different modes - namely stream, attention, creativity, tug, lines, reflect, projectiles and guess - all provide different
challenges, like, "attention" will require you to type words appearing in different parts of the screen (while of course you'll
always, in single player, have control of the AI's speed and other options before every game, since it'll try to type the words
before you xD), "creativity" will scramble words through the screen in different colors, or "tug" will be a real tug-of-war: you
and the AI (or the opponent if you're playing with someone else) will battle with a horizontal line going up and down depending
on your speed and the words typed in the correct way.
In the end, this game has lots of bugs (but they never affect the gameplay itself, just the graphics in the menus) and, most of all,
it has NO multiplayer activity and it's been like this for ages, almost since it came out here.
So, you've got to take into account that this IS incomplete and will always be as it is, for no other players will play this game and
you'll be unable to enjoy a real multiplayer battle, unless you've got a friend connected both in LAN or on Steam, but yeah
you've got to put each other in contact before and it's not easy for such a small and casual game xD
All in all, and having always been a lover of typing (I've been European champion for real in the early '00s! XD), I'd recommend
this small game for its price (it has also trading cards!) - just be aware that you're going for a mostly single-player typing game,
casual and filled with nice playing modes and such, but all against the AI.
In my view, not only it's ok and it has got lots of customization available, but it can also be educational - way funnier than the
plain 1-minute typing standard exercise things you can find on the Internet.
But this is not a game, in the end. It's a typing exercise and challenge, funny and casual, entertaining, but it's always a game
revolving around typing random words and sentences with your keyboard.
If you think that it can be educative and interesting (for the dictionary options too), I'd recommend it. If you wanna something
funny and casual like a small game, this isn't probably the one for you but probably if you're searching for platformers and
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casual shooters you're not looking here xD. Good game, nice graphic, cool story, gloomy forest, funny achievements.. I felt
totally unbalanced playing this game!!. wish this game was playable again
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